A broker guide to selling Lifeline Plus to multinational clients
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When it comes to Personal Accident and
Business Travel insurance, standardised
coverage and consistent treatment
are often difficult to achieve across a
complex world of local regulations and
single insurance policies. That’s why AIG
has introduced a flexible multinational
programme which can be structured to
offer a transparent and informed solution
that reflects the unique preferences of
your client.

A growing market

A complex world

UK companies are increasingly looking
to overseas markets to expand and
grow their operations. This international
expansion is no longer limited to
large corporations, and now includes
organisations of all sizes who employ
highly valued local staff in countries
across the globe. Regardless of size,
these organisations are recognising the
need for insurance partners who offer
holistic programmes that match their
specific needs.

In today’s business environment,
overseas expansion inevitably means
moving beyond the EU and setting
up operations in more complex, and
potentially volatile, markets across
the globe. Each country and region
presents a range of local considerations,
from security issues and assistance
requirements to policy compliance and
tax implications. Risk managers are
looking for insurance programmes that
offer practical and efficient answers for
these complex issues.
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A multinational Personal
Accident and Business Travel
programme that offers
flexible implementation.

A trend to
global benefits

Cross sell
and retention

In mature markets such as the UK,
benefits like Personal Accident
and Business Travel insurance have
long been offered to domestic and
expatriate staff. As the requirement
for global benefits continues to
evolve, companies are increasingly
looking for insurance partners that
offer tailored programmes across
multinational operations, streamlined
efficiencies, and centralised points of
contact and control.

AIG’s multinational Personal Accident
and Business Travel insurance can be
offered as a valuable addition to any
organisation’s existing or developing
global programme. Our value added
services – such as the award-winning
Multinational Programme Design Tool –
can also be used as a springboard to
discuss a client’s international exposures
in the context of other lines of business.
Additionally, intermediaries with clients that
have effective multinational programmes
have much higher retention rates.
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Multinational companies can range in
size and shape, from large conglomerates
working across various industries and
subsidiaries, to smaller wholly-owned
enterprises offering a focused product or
service. No matter the size or complexity
of an organisation, AIG can structure a
solution that meets their needs.
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Global reach with local knowledge

AIG operates in more than130 countries across
the globe. We have the capability and expertise
to support almost all UK businesses with overseas
operations, and to develop a comprehensive
and efficient Multinational Personal Accident and
Business Travel insurance programme.

AIG’s flexible underwriting approach allows our multinational appetite to span a wide range of
industries with operations across the globe. Here are some hypothetical examples of the types of
programmes we can offer that highlight the breadth and depth of our capabilities.

Retail & Manufacturing

Legal

Oil & Gas

An organisation headquartered in the
UK has a number of retail stores and
distribution centres across Britain and
the EU,with an increasing number of
flagship stores in established markets
like the US and emerging markets such
as China. In addition to these front-end
operations, they own manufacturing
plants in the UK and India. Seeking
an efficient multinational programme
that standardises Personal Accident
and Business Travel cover across their
international operations and divisions,
AIG can structure a tailored solution that
offers consistency, control and flexibility.

A mid-sized UK law firm with branches
in Paris, Berlin and Madrid has
historically relied on a UK Personal
Accident and Business Travel policy
to cover their staff through the EU’s
Freedom of Services principle. Looking
to establish new offices in Dubai and
Zurich, AIG can offer local regulatory
insight to ensure the client makes
an informed decision on the type of
programme that best suits their needs.

A FTSE 250 independent British oil
company has its corporate headquarters
in England and a number of ‘upstream’
oil and gas operations in Europe,
West Africa and Asia. The company
employs a mixture of local and
international staff in both production
and office roles at its various sites.
Seeking an insurance partner that
can provide local language
documentation and claims, AIG’s
global reach and local service teams
can offer the efficient and timely
service they require.

BACK

At a client’s request, a single UK A&H policy
can cover subsidiaries throughout the EU.
However, careful consideration is required for
multinationals in countries outside the EU where
restrictions could limit unlicensed insurers.
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There is no single ‘right’ way to structure a multinational
Personal Accident and Business Travel insurance programme.
At AIG, we strive to create flexible yet centralised programmes
that deliver global control, consistency and efficiency –
allowing your clients to work across borders seamlessly.
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To enable you and your clients to make well informed
decisions, we consider not only regulatory realties, but
coverage requirements, tax concerns, claims and proof
of insurance needs. The result: a comprehensive holistic
approach that delivers the best programme for your client.

Local, master and global policies
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Flexible, practical
and informed
programme design.

Cover calibrated to your needs

Exposure
evaluation

Proof of
insurance

ASSISTANCE

AIG’s expansive local network combined with our global
underwriting ability, allows us to structure bespoke multinational
programmes that deliver economies of scale and value.
Your clients will benefit from a dual ‘bottom-up’ and ‘top-down’
underwriting approach, where we offer local policies topped-up
by master terms and limits to fill potential gaps in cover.
Once a client has made an informed decision on how they want
to structure their multinational program, AIG will work closely
with you to provide a programme that suits their needs.

Multinational programmes
can offer:
•	Local claims – a timely and efficient claims service in
local languages
•	Service excellence – a centralised point of contact with
one underwriter/carrier for a global programme
•	Local compliance certainty – expert knowledge of
in-country regulations and insurance (policies issued by fully
admitted licensed insurance companies)
•	Multinational flexibility – option of master policies with
DIC/DIL coverage
• Local servicing – local language certificates and
local assistance
•	Coverage control – standardised coverage terms and
conditions across affiliates and subsidiaries
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Our Multinational Programme
Design Tool gives you a detailed
view of the variables impacting
a company’s decision to insure
locally or globally.

What is right for your client: a local policy, single global
policy,or a controlled master programme?
To better understand the challenges faced by clients
considering a multinational programme, AIG has developed
an award-winning Multinational Programme Design Tool.
As an interactive web-based application, the tool makes it easy to
explore the varied issues impacting decisions to purchase local or
global insurance policies in more than 225 countries worldwide.

Accident & Health is one of seven multinational
coverage types available.
Other coverage types include:
• Directors & Officers
• Environmental
• General Liability
• Marine
• Property
• Trade Credit

Explore the best approach for your
client’s business, considering:
• Exposures
• Compliance
• Proof of insurance requirements
• Claims handling
• Capital and tax considerations

The Multinational Programme Design Tool is free to access:

BACK

MULTINATIONAL
PROGRAMME
DESIGN TOOL
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With AIG you get far more than
a multinational insurance
programme, you get an active
partner providing global risk
management support.
We provide your clients with the
information, insight and resources
they need to stay ahead of
issues in a changing world.
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A world of insight,
knowledge and
support at your
fingertips.

Training

MyAIG Client Portal

Multinational Resource Centre

Our interactive online training provides information from
multinational risk assessment to programme design and
implementation. Numerous courses share best practices
for assembling cross-border protection and managing
multinational exposures.

Our comprehensive online account management tool allows
your clients to check the status of their controlled master
programme and specify policy details, such as key dates
and premium amounts, download policy documents and
invoices, and view robust business intelligence in our Market
Alert – and more.

The AIG Multinational Resource Centre is a single source of
information to support your clients’ operations in international
markets, including briefing papers on key topics, online
training, and our Market Alert spotlighting risk and regulatory
changes around the globe.

AIG MULTINATIONAL
INSURANCE
FUNDAMENTALS

BACK

AIG MULTINATIONAL
RESOURCE CENTRE
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AIG’s Lifeline Plus provides all-embracing Personal Accident
and Business Travel insurance. It offers broad cover,
unambiguous wording and innovative online services
accessed via an assistance website and mobile app.
Mylifeline.co.uk – interactive online resources include:*
Before departure

When travelling

Anytime services

•	Online Security
Awareness Training
for employees

•	Travel Assistance and
Concierge service

•	Health Portal –
remote nursing
services

•	Country Reports
to inform staff and
advise on what
precautions to take

•	Security Travel Alerts
– SMS and email
security news

•	Medical Second
Opinion

•	Translation tools
and resources

•	Global News
Watch emails

AIG Business Travel Assistance App
•	An intelligent alternative to
assistance cards

•	Easy distribution to employees
by email or intranet

•	A quick-call HELP button to
instantly access medical, travel or
security assistance

•	Access to other Lifeline Plus services
via MyLifeline.co.uk, our mobileenabled assistance website

For more information, refer to our Lifeline Plus product collateral:
LIFELINE PLUS
PLAYBOOK

LIFELINE PLUS
BROCHURE

LIFELINE PLUS
PRODUCT PROFILE

*The assistance website and app are currently available for UK policies and provided in English.
BACK
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Assistance Centres

Delivering urgent help
when you need it most.

Our state-of-the-art Assistance centres deliver global service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 52 weeks a year.

Benefits of AIG Travel
•	Once a claim has been reported, a single
point of contact can ensure travel, medical
or security emergencies are dealt with
quickly and efficiently.
•	For complex claims, a dedicated account
manager will oversee the claims process
from incident to resolution, providing
indispensable support.

Shoreham, United Kingdom
Stevens Point, WI, USA
Houston, TX, USA

Sofia, Bulgaria

Okinawa, Japan
Guangzhou, China

(opening in 2015)

Bogota, Colombia

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

•	A seamless assistance service with no
conflict between Insurer and Assistance
Company, as we are both part of AIG.
•	Assistance centres located across the globe,
with a team of over 1,300 professionals who
have local knowledge and language skills.
•	AIG Travel has delivered time and again for
millions of travellers worldwide, including
during the 2011 New Zealand earthquake,
the 2013 Kenyan Westgate mall incident,
the 2014 Libyan security evacuation and
the West African Ebola outbreak.

BACK

AIG is the only major provider of corporate A&H insurance to have its own assistance company, AIG Travel.
This ensures that employees have a single point of contact to coordinate travel assistance, deliver security
help, and resolve medical issues and claims.
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IntelliRisk® allows
our clients to
manage their claims
programme efficiently.
AIG is a world-leading Personal Accident
and Business Travel insurer with over
60 years of multinational experience.
You can be confident in our long-term
commitment to protecting your clients’
employees and our ability to deliver
claims expertise and prompt settlements.

Global reach with local support
With over 9,000 claims staff in 340 offices worldwide, our global
network delivers a swift and responsive claims service with the option
of local claims settlements.
Our owned network spans over 90 countries, which means we’re less
reliant on other companies and gives us greater control over service.

AIG owned network covers the great majority of multinational clients
overseas operations and gives us more control over service

OWNED OPERATIONS

100
80

BENEFITS

• Less dependency, more influence
• Faster cash movement
• Full transparency, systems integrated

Our multinational clients can benefit from centralised
global loss data provided via IntelliRisk® Services.
IntelliRisk provides fast, convenient access to basic claim and
policy information with the ability to create month-end and
point-in-time valuated loss reports on demand. Data from
around the world is consolidated and available in multiple
common currencies, providing true global analysis and
reporting capabilities.

• Consistency, reliability and sustainability

60

LEARN MORE

40
20
0

OTHER INSURANCE COMPANIES

BACK

IntelliRisk® Services

(Service options and data availability may vary depending
on line of business, programme placed and jurisdiction.)
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Contact Address

www.aig.co.uk

UNITED KINGDOM
58 Fenchurch Street
London EC3M 4AB
Tel: +44 (0)20 7954 7000

American International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading global insurance organisation. Founded in 1919, today AIG member companies provide a wide range of
property casualty insurance, life insurance, retirement products, and other financial services to customers in more than 80 countries and jurisdictions.
These diverse offerings include products and services that help businesses and individuals protect their assets, manage risks and provide for retirement security.
AIG common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange and the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
Additional information about AIG can be found at www.aig.com and www.aig.com/strategyupdate | YouTube: www.youtube.com/aig |
Twitter: @AIGinsurance | LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/aig.
AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide property-casualty, life and retirement, and general insurance operations of American International Group, Inc.
For additional information, please visit our website at www.aig.com. All products and services are written or provided by subsidiaries or affiliates of American
International Group, Inc. Products or services may not be available in all countries, and coverage is subject to actual policy language. Non-insurance products
and services may be provided by independent third parties.
American International Group UK Limited is registered in England: company number 10737370. Registered address: The AIG Building, 58 Fenchurch Street,
London EC3M 4AB. American International Group UK Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority (FRN number 781109). This information can be checked by visiting the FS Register (www.fca.org.uk/register).
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